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1 Introduction
This manual provides the iVIEW Library user with information and hints on how to navigate the tool and how to
best utilize its powerful functionalities.

Purpose and main benefits of the iVIEW Library
The iVIEW Library is a standalone application that allows users to manage and deploy master data and content
definitions to Qlik.
The tool lets users navigate through a central library and select master data items that can be deployed and
subscribed to one or more Qlik applications. Data items or variables can be easily added, edited or deleted and
assigned to specific data models.
The iVIEW Library is first and foremost, a next level of self-service for all Qlik users, allowing them to populate
applications, do sandboxing and more.

Reading notation
As a support for reading and faster consumption the following notation is provided:
This represents an advantage for a best practice, or a benefit that is worth highlighting.

This represents a disadvantage or misleading practice.

This highlights advice and provides insights on things the user should know when using a function.

This is an advice or topic of special importance that the user should pay attention to.
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2 Sign in
When accessing the URL for Library (https://<iview-url>:6501/library), users will be redirected to sign in page
which is provided by Keycloak.
Once there, the user can enter his windows credentials, according to the configured Identity Provider:

Figure 1: Sign in prompt.

The username and email are configured in the identity provider, meaning that this field’s input
needs to match the ones specified there.

In keycloak, as per the installation guide. We will set-up users according to their user roles.
If the sign in is successful, the user is redirected to the iView Library main page where his/her username is
displayed on the top right of the navigation menu.
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3 Navigation and general functions
Navigation menu
The following table shows details about each view, as well as other functions accessible on the navigation menu:
Icon

View/Function
Library

Description
The library view is the core of our tool. It is used for managing
items and to perform operations such as: create, edit, clone,
delete, import, select dependencies.
Here the user can also preselect items for import, and
deployment. The user is also able to check subscriptions and
manage them. There is also the ability to inspect an item’s
origin and redirect to other views.
When filtering: the user can search and replace under name,
values and labels making it easier to locate the items.

App Management

The app management view is comprised of three tabs:
Overview
Here the user can create, edit, clone, reload and publish apps.
The user can also preselect applications to deploy and
subscribe to.
Detailed view
The user can access applications’ details, manage, and explore
their content, as well as import items from Qlik Sense applications into the iVIEW Library.
Subscriptions
Here items can be deployed and subscribed to applications,
managing a continuous delivery for those items.

Tags

The tags view allows the user to create, delete and edit tags.

A tag has the same context or meaning as within Qlik Sense and can
be assigned to Library items.

Categories

The categories view allows the user to create, delete and edit
categories.

A category only knows its context within the Library. It can be used
to structure or to group contents and make it easier to filter data.
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Galaxies are sub-sets or restrictive areas of content to ensure
access to a defined group of users. These can be defined
flexibly during the installation process.

Galaxies

The Galaxies view allows the user to consult the existing
galaxies and has a shortcut redirecting the user to Keycloak
where he can manage them.

Galaxies are constructs that allow for the compartmentalization of
the Library.

Signs out from the session with a redirect to the sign in page.

Sign out

Opens a dialog with information about the iVIEW Library with a
definition of what it is and how it can be used. It also gives you
more information about our other iVIEW products such as iVIEW
Dataflow and iVIEW Designer.

About iVIEW

Opens a dialog comprised of three tabs:
Configurations
License
Here the user can upload the license and view information about
its user, host, domain, modules, time reference, as well as
validity.
Connection
Within this tab, the user can create, edit, delete, and test
connections.
Export/import data
Functionality to backup or export data , and to restore or import
Library’s contents .

Exported files can only be read by iVIEW Library.
Exported files include Library Items, tags, and categories.

Theme

Alternates between light and dark interface theme/s.
Table 1: Navigation menu: Views and functionalities.
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Table functions
For every table in iVIEW Library the following general functions are available:
Icon

Function

Description

Global
search

Filter rows in the selected table.

Clear filters

Clears applied filters and sorting preferences.

Column
visibility

Adapt columns to his/her preference by choosing from a list
of displayable columns.

Refresh

Synchronizes contents, e.g., when apps are updated on
Qlik Sense side.

Row height

Alternates between a compact, normal, and comfortable
height.

Cell wrap

Alternates between wrapping cell content and hiding the
overflowing content that does not fit the cell’s width.

Column filter

With this function, the user can filter content by column and
set the logical conditions (AND/OR) for each of the filtered
values and even make use of a search and replace
functionality.

Sort

Sorts column’s data. It is possible to sort more than one
column at a time.

Scroll mode

Alternates between having a table pagination and infinite
scroll.
Table 2: Table functions.

Aside from the above listed functionalities, each table also allows the user to resize and reorder its
columns. The user can adjust the size and order of each column as per his/her preference by dragging
the entire column to another position when reordering, and by dragging the column’s edge to the
preferred width when resizing.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that every row can be selected and thus items, applications, tags, and
categories can be edited individually or simultaneously. To do so, the user can select the desired rows
and then either click on the icons of the table header or press the right key of the mouse to access a
menu with the available options.
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Library view

The Library view is the core of the iVIEW Library tool letting the user explore, create, and manage its contents:
Icon

Function
Create

Description
Creates new items and defines its
properties.
Core
The core properties include the galaxy the
item belongs to. If no galaxy is assigned, it
belongs to the Global galaxy, accessible
to all users. The core properties also
encompass the item’s type (dimension –
single or drill-down , measure , or
variable ), name, value, label, tags,
categories, description, and comment.
Additionally, it is also possible to set
whether the item’s value and label should
be dynamically interpreted or not ( / ), if
the item should be considered for ad hoc
purposes , and to (de)activate it
Both tags and categories can be created
on the fly.
Color
Dimensions and measures can have color
properties. Additionally, to a base color
property, measures can also have
segment colors.
Metadata
Metadata properties include information
about the item’s owner, supplier,
unit/scale, update and reload frequency,
as well as compatible applications.

Source
The source tab keeps track of subscribed
applications and item compatibility. This
helps to validate expressions in different
apps when creating new items in Library
It is possible to create more than one
item with the same type and name but
only one of them can be active at a time.
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Import

Apart from manually creating new items,
existing items can also be imported from
the Qlik Sense application/s into the
iVIEW Library. It is a seamless process to
import one of the main features, to select
items from more than one Qlik app, and
stage them for bigger import action.
This action redirects the user to the app
management view, detailed view tab,
where he/she can choose applications
from which to import items.
The features list provides a
comprehensive list of features that can be
managed including:
• Duplicated Items
• Subscribed Items
• Conflicting Items

Edit

Edit properties of one or multiple items.
These properties include the list of the
ones possible to be set when creating an
item, except for the item’s type.

Clone

Stages the items to be cloned and opens
the selection in a dialog.
Inside the dialog the user still has an
option to review the selection and remove
any items from that list by clicking the
remove icon .
Each clone is an exact copy of the original
item except for the name which has an
incremental number in parenthesis for
each replication.

Delete

Stages items to be deleted and opens the
selection in a dialog.
Inside the dialog the user still has an
option to review this selection and remove
any items from that list by clicking the
remove icon .

This function permanently deletes
the staged items.
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Deploy

By selecting active items, the user can
stage them to be subscribed and
deployed.
This action redirects the user to app
management view, subscriptions tab,
where he can then select the applications
to deploy and subscribe the staged items
to.

Only active items can be deployed and
subscribed to.
This action has a dual functionality:
Manage subscriptions

If no items are selected, this action
redirects the user to the app management
view, subscriptions tab, where he/she can
then manage subscriptions.
Selected active items are staged and the
user is redirected to the app management
view, subscriptions tab, where he/she can
then manage the staged items’
subscriptions. This enables the user to
check existing subscriptions or to select
applications that need to be subscribed to
the staged item.

Check
subscriptions

Stages subscribed items to be viewed and
opens a selection in a dialog showing the
applications to which they are subscribed.
Inside the dialog the user has the option to
unsubscribe the staged items by clicking
the unsubscribe button and thus
preventing any future alterations to the
staged items being synchronized with the
subscribed to applications.
The user can also review this selection
and remove any items from that list by
clicking the remove icon
before
unsubscribing.
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Select
Dependencies

Origin app

A user can now check their dependencies
against Library items.
Ensures that expressions containing
variables or references to the Master
items are detected and included in the
subscriptions.

By selecting items that were imported into
the iVIEW Library, the user can navigate
to app management view, detailed view
tab, where he/she can consult the
remaining content of the item’s origin
application.
In the app management view, it is also
possible to import more items from the
origin application into the iVIEW Library.

AD-HOC
Reporting

Based on the existing Qlik data model, a user
can create an app «on the fly» which provides
the data needed for the end user.
The Library will generate the app and provide all
information needed about subscribed items,
which are applicable for Dynamic Reporting. It
is shown in Qlik and offers a flexible selection of
dimensions and measures for analysis.

Table 3: Library view functions.
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App management view

The app management view offers great flexibility and transparency for Qlik Sense applications and
their contents. It allows the user to manage imports, deployments and set subscriptions for Library
items. The user can also manage conflicts in the app function.

Inside this view, a menu allows the user to navigate through its different tabs:
view, and

Overview,

Detailed

Subscriptions.

Overview tab
This view allows the user to explore and manage Qlik Sense applications and their contents. Here the user can
perform a multitude of operations as described below:
Icon

Function
Create

Description
Creates new applications and defines its properties.
When creating new applications, the user can set the Qlik
Sense environment as well as add an existing data model on
the fly.
The remaining properties albeit obvious are the application’s
name, description, and owner.

Edit

Edits properties of one or multiple applications.
These properties include the list of the ones possible to be set
when creating an application, except for the data model.

The highlight of this functionality is the ability to move
applications from one Qlik Sense environment to another.

Clone

Stages applications to be cloned and opens selection in a
dialog.
Inside the dialog the user still has an option to review this
selection and remove any applications from that list by clicking
the remove icon .
Each clone is an exact copy of the original application except
for the name, which has an incremental number in parenthesis
for each clone made. These clones are created in the user’s
“Work”.
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Delete

Stages applications to be deleted and opens selection in a
dialog.
Inside the dialog the user still has an option to review this
selection and remove any applications from that list by clicking
the remove icon .

This function permanently deletes the staged applications
on the Qlik Sense server.

Reload

Publish

This action triggers a reload on Qlik Sense server for the
selected applications. This is visible in QMC as a “Manually
triggered reload”.
Stages applications to be published and opens selection in a
dialog.
Inside the dialog the user still has an option to review this
selection and remove any applications from that list by clicking
the remove icon .
Each staged application can be published to a connection and
stream of the user’s choice. It is also possible to choose
existing applications to be replaced by the staged applications.

The highlight of this functionality is the ability to publish applications from one Qlik Sense environment to another.

Open

Opens the applications in a new browser tab, just as one would
in Qlik Sense hub.

Browser settings need to allow pop-ups and the use of
redirection for the iVIEW Library.

Deploy

By selecting applications, the user can stage them to be
subscribed and deployed.
This action redirects the user to subscriptions tab where he can
then select the items to deploy and subscribe to the staged
application.
It also gives the user the ability to check subscriptions and add
to source.
The iVIEW Library view is located on the left and the Qlik
environment on the right.
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This action has a dual functionality:
Manage
subscriptions

•

If no applications are selected, this action redirects the
user to subscriptions tab where he/she can then
manage subscriptions.

•

Selected applications are staged, and the user is
redirected to subscriptions tab where he/she can then
manage the staged applications’ subscriptions.

This enables the user to check existing subscriptions or by
selecting items to deploy and subscribe to the staged
applications.
If no items are selected, this action redirects the user to the app
management view, subscriptions tab, where he/she can then
manage subscriptions.
Selected active items are staged and the user is redirected to
the app management view, subscriptions tab, where he/she
can then manage the staged items’ subscriptions. This enables
the user to check existing subscriptions or to select applications
that need to be subscribed to the staged item.

Check
subscriptions

Stages subscribed applications to be consulted and opens
selection in a dialog showing the items they are subscribed to.
Inside the dialog the user has the option to unsubscribe the
staged applications by clicking the unsubscribe button and
thus preventing any future alterations from subscribed items
being synchronized with the staged to applications.
The user can also review this selection and remove any
applications from that list by clicking the remove icon
before
unsubscribing.

Detail

By selecting an application, the user can navigate to the
detailed view tab where he can consult the applications’
content.
There, it is also possible to import items from one or more
applications into the iVIEW Library. Furthermore, it is possible
to delete application’s items - thus removing unused variables,
for example.
Table 4: App management view, Overview tab functions.
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Detailed view tab
The detailed view tab displays a list of available items for the selected Qlik Sense application. It also
allows for Renaming and Overwriting items in applications, importing and overwriting items in the
Library and to check for item dependencies.

Here the user can perform the following functions:
Icon

Function
Import

Description
Stages application’s items to be deleted and opens selection in
a dialog.
Inside the dialog the user still has an option to review this
selection and remove any items from that list by clicking the
remove icon .
This action imports the staged applications’ items into the
iVIEW Library.

This action is ideal to centralize already existing items in the Library, which in turn can then be deployed and subscribed to
other applications.
Items which already exist inside the iVIEW Library are signaled
with the duplicated icon .

It is possible to import items from more than one application
at a time. To do so, simply select the desired items from each
application.
These selections are remembered even when switching between different applications to import from and are staged
inside the dialog when pressing the icon.

Rename

Overwrite

Select
Dependencies

Provides the user the ability to rename apps in the detailed
view of App Management.

Provides the user the ability to overwrite apps in the detailed
view of app management.

Allows the user to check for item dependencies when
importing items.
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Stages application’s items to be deleted and opens selection in
a dialog.

Delete

Inside the dialog the user still has an option to review this
selection and remove any items from that list by clicking the
remove icon .

This action allows quick and painless clean-ups of Qlik Sense
applications’ content – especially regarding unused variables.

This function permanently deletes the staged items of the
application on the Qlik Sense server.
Table 5: App management view, Detailed view tab functions.

Subscriptions tab
A subscription is essentially a way to link Library contents to existing Qlik Sense applications.
The goal is to provide a continuous delivery and integration for management contents, in the sense of a Data
Governance strategy.
This section of the iVIEW Library offers the following functionalities:
Icon

Function
Check
subscriptions

Description
Stages subscribed applications and/or items to be consulted
and opens selection in a dialog showing the matching
subscriptions.
Inside the dialog the user has the option to unsubscribe the
staged applications/items by clicking the unsubscribe button
and thus preventing any future alterations from subscribed
items being synchronized with the subscribed to applications.

Deploy and
subscribe

The user can also review this selection and remove any
applications/items from that list by clicking the remove icon
before unsubscribing.
Stages applications and items to be deployed and subscribed
and opens selection in a dialog.
Inside the dialog the user still has an option to review this
selection and remove any items and/or applications from that
list by clicking the remove icon .
The user can also choose to deploy the staged items only
once by unticking the ‘Subscribe’ checkbox. By doing so the
items are deployed to the staged applications but no future
alterations to the staged items will be synchronized.
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To deploy and subscribe, both a set of
items and applica-tions need to be
selected.
To subscribe means that the staged
items will be deployed and linked with
the staged Qlik Sense applications.
If these items are then edited inside the
Library and are subscribed to one or
more applications, these changes will
automatically deploy to the linked
applications.

To perform a deploy and subscription
operation containing hundreds of
items and hundreds of Qlik Sense
applications
might
generate
performance issues and will take some
minutes to execute, depending on
server performance and network
bandwidth.

Check
Compatibility

This function validates the expressions’ syntax and field
compatibility, when deploying or importing.

Table 6: App management view, Subscriptions tab functions.
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Tags view

A tag has the same context or meaning as within Qlik Sense and can be assigned to Library items. Additionally,
the iVIEW Library offers some nice customizations to make filtering easier.
The functionalities offered by this view are as follows:
Icon

Function

Description

Create

Creates new tags and defines its properties: name,
description, and color.

Edit

Edits properties of one or multiple tags.
These properties include the list of the ones possible to be set
when creating a tag.

Deployed/subscribed items with associated tags to it inside the
Library also include these tags in the deployed content.

Stages tags to be deleted and opens selection in a dialog.
Delete
Inside the dialog the user still has an option to review this
selection and remove any tags from that list by clicking the
remove icon .

This function permanently deletes the staged tags.
Table 7: Tags view functions.

Inside this view, a menu allows the user to navigate through its different tabs:

Colors

Under the tab view, the user is able associate a colour to the
tags and in doing so sort it.

Occurrences

Occurrences allows the user to see the number of times the
tag is used. The items are identified by this tag or category
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7

Categories view

A category only knows its context within the iVIEW Library. It can be used to structure or to group contents and
make it easier to filter data.
The functionalities offered by this view are as follows:
Icon

Function

Description

Create

Creates new tags and defines its properties: name,
description, and color.

Edit

Edits properties of one or multiple categories.
These properties include the list of the ones possible to be set
when creating a category.

Delete

Stages categories to be deleted and opens selection in a
dialog.
Inside the dialog the user still has an option to review this
selection and remove any categories from that list by clicking
the remove icon .

This function permanently deletes the staged categories.
Table 8: Categories view functions.

Inside this view, a menu allows the user to navigate through its different tabs:

Colors

Under the categories view, the user is able associate a colour
to the categories and in doing so sort it.

Occurrences

Occurrences allows the user to see the number of times the
category is used. The items are identified by this category.
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Galaxies view

Galaxies are constructs that allow for the compartmentalization of the Library in which every item is initially
assigned to a Global galaxy, visible to all users.
Galaxies are sub-sets or restrictive areas of content to ensure access to a defined group of users.
They can be defined flexibly by each customer, according to their BI information, app or the project
structure.
Important to note, the roles will be assigned to users or user groups through the (LDAP – Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol that retrieves information/or through the AD (Active Directory) allowing for
protected content.
The functionalities offered by this view are as follows:
Icon

Function

Description

Navigate
to
Keycloak

Redirects the user to Keycloak, where it is possible to create,
edit and delete galaxies.
Table 9: Galaxies view functions.

Inside Keycloak the user has the option to create, delete and edit galaxies under Configure > Roles > Realm
roles.

Figure 2: Keycloak: Galaxies management.
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Galaxies are a way to ensure that data is only visible to those who should have access to it. This way the tool
keeps information centralized but ensures separation of content at the user’s discretion.
Functionality roles can be assigned to individual users under Manage > Users > User id > Role Mappings, or to
groups under Manage > Groups > Group id > Role Mappings.
Do not delete the Global galaxy as it is necessary to ensure visibility of items on a general level.
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9 Functionality roles
Aside from enabling categorization of content with the galaxies, the iVIEW Library also allows for functionality
partitioning between users. It does so by giving permissions to users according to the roles they are assigned to.
These roles are created inside Keycloak and can be consulted and edited under Configure > Clients > librarybackend > Roles:

Figure 3: Keycloak: Functionality roles.

These functionality roles can be assigned to individual users under Manage > Users > User id > Role Mappings.
It is also possible to assign functionality roles to groups. The user can do so under Manage > Groups > Group id
> Role Mappings.
A user can be assigned to multiple roles at the same time and, should there be conflicting permissions, the role
with the most permissions is applied to resolve whether access is granted to perform certain functionalities.
Do not delete any library-backend roles as this will remove functionality from the iVIEW Library
and ultimately prevent interaction with the tool.

Provided below is a table containing the information regarding user permissions according to assigned role:
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No role

Admin

Applicatio
ns
manager
Applicatio
ns reader

Reader

Subscrib
er

Deployer

Content
manager

Functionality

Owner

Roles

Library view
Read
Create
Edit
Clone
Delete
Check origin
Deploy
Manage subscriptions
Check subscriptions
Unsubscribe
Categories view
Read
Create
Edit
Clone
Delete
Tags view
Read
Create
Edit
Clone
Delete
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No role

Admin

Applicatio
ns
manager
Applicatio
ns reader

Reader

Subscrib
er

Deployer

Content
manager

Functionality

Owner

Roles

App management view: Overview tab
Read
Open
Create
Edit
Move
Clone
Delete
Reload
Publish
App details
Deploy to
Manage subscriptions
Unsubscribe
Check subscriptions
App management view: Detailed view tab
Read
Import
Delete
App management view: Subscriptions tab
Read
Deploy
Check subscriptions
Subscribe
Unsubscribe
Galaxies view
Read
Create
Edit
Delete
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No role

Admin

Applicatio
ns
manager
Applicatio
ns reader

Reader

Subscrib
er

Deployer

Content
manager

Functionality

Owner

Roles

Configurations dialog: License tab
Read
Edit
Configurations dialog: Connection tab
Read
Create
Edit
Delete
Get Lead Server
Configurations dialog: Import/export data tab
Import
Export
Table 10: Functionality roles’ permissions
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10 Use cases
This chapter focuses on real use cases and provides visual guidance to the core operations the user will perform
when using the iVIEW Library.

Create new item
In the Library view, on the right side of the table header, the user can click on the create icon
items. This action opens a dialog with four tabs:

Core,

Color,

Metadata and source

to add new
as can be seen

in the figure below:

Figure 4: Library view: Create item dialog with all four tabs visible (core, color, metadata and source).

As the names of the tabs already portray, the items properties are divided in these sections according to their
context:
The core tab comprehends properties that are already familiar to regular Qlik Sense users. However,
the Library also offers exclusive parameters that ease the classification of data.
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The color tab is then specific to, as the name itself indicates, color properties. This ranges from simple
base colors to segment colors which have their own intricacies (format, gradient, limits among others).
The metadata tab which includes information about the item’s owner, supplier, unit/scale, update and
reload frequency, as well as compatible applications. All these metadata properties are exclusive to the
iVIEW Library and allow the user to add additional information that makes items easier to manage.

The source tab keeps track of subscribed applications and item compatibility. This helps to validate
expressions in different apps when creating new items in Library.

As already mentioned, for each type of item dialogs options vary somewhat. The properties for each are as listed:
Type
Dimension

Measure

Variable

Properties
Galaxy 2
Name
Value 1
Dynamic
2
value
2

Label
Dynamic
2
label
Number
formatting
Tags
Categories 2
Description

Core

Comment 2
Ad hoc /
Dynamic
reporting
2

Active

1
2

2

Value is specified as field for dimension, as expression for measure, and as definition for variable.
Exclusive to the iVIEW Library context.
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Master item

Colour

3

Base color
Segment
colors
Owner
Supplier

Metadata 2

Unit/scale
Update
frequency
Reload
frequency
Last reload 3
Compatible
applications
Table 11: Create/edit dialog properties for each item type

Import items into the iVIEW Library
Importing items is only possible from within the Detailed view tab of the App management view.
This section of the iVIEW Library can be reached in four different ways:
1.

The user can always access the Detailed view tab from the App management view, through the
navigation menu up top. The user must first navigate to inside the App management view, and then
click on the Detailed view tab’s icon

2.

In the Library view, the user can navigate directly to the Detailed view tab of the App management view
with one click on the import icon

3.

.

.

Still inside the Library view, it is further possible to navigate to the Detailed view tab of App management
view, to inspect the contents of an application.
This is feasible when an item has been imported from a Qlik Sense application into the iVIEW Library.
By selecting such an item and pressing the origin app icon

, the user is redirected to the Detailed view

of App management view where he is then presented with the contents of the item’s origin application.
4.

In the App management view, Overview tab, the user can choose to inspect an application’s content by
selecting an application and pressing the detail icon

. This action redirects the user to the Detailed

view of App management where he can browse the contents of the application.
For both scenarios 1. and 2., upon arriving at the Detailed view tab from the App management view, a
prominently displayed message lets the user know that, to populate the table, it is necessary to select a
3

Property automatically set, it cannot be changed by the user.
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connection, a stream, and an application. For the user’s convenience, a connection is already preselected taking
the value of the server the user chose as lead:

Figure 5: App management view, Detailed view tab: Unpopulated table.

When all the requirements are gathered and a connection, stream and application are selected, the table is
populated displaying the application’s contents as such:

Figure 6: App management view, Detailed view tab with selected application.

To import from this Qlik Sense application into the iVIEW Library, the user must then select the desired items
and press the import icon

. By doing so, a dialog is triggered where the selected items are staged:
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Figure 7: App management view, detailed view tab: Dialog with staged items to be imported.

Here the user can remove items from his staged selection by selecting said items and then pressing the remove
icon

. It is also possible to directly subscribe the items to be imported by ticking the ‘Subscribe’ checkbox.

All that is left then is for the user to click the import button

confirming his selection, and thus creating new

items inside the iVIEW Library.
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Deploy and subscribe
As explained in previous chapters, changes applied to subscribed items are automatically deployed to the linked
applications. This game changing mechanism allows for real time distribution of item changes to applications;
meaning that managing applications’ content becomes that much easier, painless, and error free.
Deploying and subscribing items to applications is only possible from within the Subscriptions tab of the App
management view.
Unlike the remaining views, the Subscriptions tab of the App management view contains two tables: a table with
Qlik Sense applications and a table with the iVIEW Library’s contents. This is because the operation of deploying
and subscribing requires both applications and items to be selected.
This section of the iVIEW Library can be reached in five different manners:
1.

The user can always access the Subscriptions tab from the App management view, through the
navigation menu up top. The user must first navigate to inside the App management view, and then
click on the Subscriptions tab’s icon

2.

.

In the Library view, the user can navigate directly to the Subscriptions tab of the App management view
with one click on the manage subscriptions icon

.

This action also allows the user to preselect items before being redirected. In doing so, the user can
stage a set of items to be deployed and subscribed – meaning that his selection is carried to the next
view and the iVIEW Library table displays them at its top.
3.

Still inside the Library view, the user can also navigate to the Subscriptions tab of the App management
view by selecting a set of items and clicking on the deploy icon

.

This action stages the selected set of items to be deployed and subscribed and shows them then at the
top of the iVIEW Library in the Subscriptions tab of the App management view.
4.

In the App management view, Overview tab, the user can navigate directly to the Subscriptions tab of
the App management view with one click on the manage subscriptions icon

.

This action also allows the user to preselect applications before being redirected. In doing so, the user
can stage a set of applications to be deployed and subscribed to – meaning that his selection is carried
to the next tab and the Qlik Sense applications’ table displays them at its top.
5.

In the App management view, Overview tab, the user can navigate to the Subscriptions tab by selecting
a set of applications and clicking on the deploy to icon

.

This action stages the selected set of applications to be deployed and subscribed to and shows them at
the top of the Qlik Sense applications’ table in the Subscriptions tab.
Because this section contains two tables, our interface adjusts dynamically to screen size, allowing for optimal
use of space for smaller screens. In more compact screens, only one table is shown at a time allowing the user
to switch between tables by pressing the toggle

as can be seen in the following two figures.
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Figure 8: App management view, detailed view tab: Split screen view between iVIEW Library table (left) and Qlik
sense applications table (right)

Figure 9: App management view, Subscriptions tab: Qlik Sense applications’ table.
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Figure 10: App management view, Subscriptions tab: iVIEW Library table.

When all requirements are gathered and both applications and items have been selected, the option to deploy
and subscribe

becomes available. By clicking this button, a dialog is triggered where the selected applications

and items are staged as visible in both figures below:

Figure11: App management view, Subscriptions tab: Dialog with staged applications to be deployed and subscribed to.
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Figure 12: App management view, subscriptions tab: Dialog with staged items to be deployed and subscribed.

Here the user can still remove undesired applications and/or items from his staged selection by selecting said
applications/items and then pressing the remove icon

.

All that is left is for the user to make sure that the ‘Subscribe’ checkbox is ticked and click the deploy button
confirming his selection, thus deploying and subscribing these Library items to the Qlik Sense applications.
The user can also choose to deploy the staged items only once by unticking the ‘Subscribe’ checkbox. By doing
so the items are deployed to the staged applications but no future alterations to the staged items will be
synchronized.
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Check subscriptions and unsubscribe
Checking subscriptions and unsubscribing is possible in three different ways:
1.

In the Library view, the user can select items to check applications these are subscribed to.

2.

In the App management view, Overview tab, the user can select applications to check items that these
are subscribed to.

3.

In the App management view, Subscriptions tab, the user can select both applications and items to check
items that their subscriptions.

In all of the above listed scenarios, and after the applications/items have been selected, the user can click the
check subscriptions button

which opens the selection in a dialog showing the matching subscriptions.

Figure: Check subscriptions dialog.

Here the user can still remove undesired applications and/or items from his staged selection by selecting said
applications/items and then pressing the remove icon

.

The user can alternate between Qlik Sense applications and iVIEW Library tables by using the toggle
To unsubscribe the staged applications/items the user then must click the unsubscribe button

.

and in doing so

it will remove the link between these applications and items thus preventing any future alterations from
subscribed items being synchronized with the subscribed to applications.
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Create new application
In the App management view, Overview tab, on the right side of the table header, the user can click on the create
icon

to add new applications without having to navigate outside the iVIEW Library. This action opens a dialog

where the user can define the new application’s properties as can be seen in the figure below:

Figure 14: Create application dialog.

When creating new applications, the user can set the Qlik Sense environment by choosing from a
range of already existing connections.
It is also possible to add an existing data model on the fly to the new application, as well as including
dynamic reporting items (ad hoc) to facilitate a self-service experience.
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Publish applications
In the App management view, Overview tab, the user can select the desired applications and click on the publish
icon

. This action stages applications to be published and opens selection in a dialog.

Figure 15: App management view, Overview tab: Unpublished applications.

Figure 16: App management view, Overview tab: Publish applications dialog.

Inside the dialog the user still has an option to review this selection and remove any applications from that list
by clicking the remove icon

.

Staged applications can be renamed and published to a connection and stream of the user’s choice.
It is possible to select connections outside the server of the unpublished applications as can be seen
in the figures above.
It is also possible to choose existing applications to be replaced by the staged applications
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Move application
In the App management view, Overview tab, the user can move an application in between connections and
streams by selecting an application and clicking on the edit icon

. This action opens a dialog with the editable

application’s properties as can be seen in the figure below:

Figure 17: App management view, Overview tab: Edit application dialog.

Inside the dialog, the user can choose a connection and stream to move the application being edited.

It is possible to move an application to a different connection other than the original one where
the application was created or currently resides in.
While doing so the user can choose to keep the original application, as well as carry the subscriptions to the new connection.
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Create new connection
It is possible to create new connections from inside the Configurations dialog, Connections tab. To do so, the user
can click on the configurations icon
pressing the

in the navigation menu, and then navigate to the Connections tab by

icon.

Figure 18: Configurations dialog, Connections tab.

Here the user can create a new connection by clicking the create icon

and editing the available fields displayed

in the figure above: server name, server URL, central node URL.
To include the certificate folder path the user must field the input field and click the create KeyStore button
It is also possible to test the new connection by clicking the refresh button
Finally, the user should click on the save button

.

.

to create this new connection.

The
icon indicates whether the displayed connection is the currently selected lead server.
There can only be one lead server at a time.
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